
8-BALL
ISt.nd.nlized World Rules 19971

Except when cleorty oontJadict..t by these oddilionol NI... tile Gcl1Crol Rules of Pocket Billiards owly

I. OBJECf OF THE GAME. Ei&hI Ball is a coli shoIl~ pi.yed with a cue ball and fifteen obi«!
bolls. nwn~ IIhrouIh IS. One ploy.. must pocket balls of tile lroup num~ Ilhroulh 7 (solid
oolors). while tile otller pIoyer has 9 dvu I S (stripes) mE PLAYER POCKE11NG HIS GROUP FIRST
AND mEN LEGALLY POCKEllNG mE J.BALL WINS THE GAME.
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1. CALL SHOT. In Call SIn, obvious balls ond jM)Ckets do not have to be indicalm. It is the

opponeIIt'l rishI to ask which ball ond jM)Cket if be is IUIswe of the shot. Bank shots ond combination
shots - not considered obviooa, ond c:are should be taken in tailing 00th the object ball ond the
inlelMled jM)Cket When calliDl doe shot, it is NEVER DOCeSAIY to indicate details such IS the nwnber of
cushions, b8nks, kisses, caroms, ek:. Any balls jM)Ckeled on . foul mnain pocketed, regardless of
wbetber dIey belong to the -- or the opponent

The opening break is not. "called shot." Any player pcrfonning. break shot in 3-BalI may contin~ to
shoot his aext shot ao Ioaa M be haslegaJly jM)Ckeled any object hall on the break

3. RACKING mE B~ The balls - racked in . triangle at the foot of doe table with doe l-boll in
doe cen~ of the triangle. doe ~ ball of the rack on doe foolspot. . stripe ball in one corner of doe rack

ond. aolid hall in doe odocr_.

4. AL TERNA llNG BREAK. W~ of the lag has doe option to break. During individual
competi\iCX1, players will olin.- blming on eacb 1Ul l'-'18me.

S. JUMP AND MASSE SHOT FOUL. While "c~ ball fouls only. is the rule of play when. match is
not ~ded over by . rere-, . player should be .w.e that it will be considered . cue ball foul if
during an ~ to jump, curve or masse the c~ hall ovcr or around an impeding nwnbered ball dIOt is

not .legal object ball, doe impeding ball moves (regardless of..t..ther it was moved by . hand, cue stick
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rollow-through or bridge).

6. LEGAL BREAK SHOT. (Defined) To execute a legal brak, the bleaker (with the cue ball bdlind

the headSIring) must either (I) pICkd a ball, or (2) drive alleast four nwnbered balls 10 the rail. If he

rails 10 make a legal brak, it is a foul, and the incomina play~ has the option of (I) acA:epting the !able

in position and shooting, or (2) having the halls mocked and having the option of shooting the opening

break himself or allowing the offending player to rebrak

7. SCRATCH ON A LEGAL BREAK-lfa play~M:I8IclIeS on a legal break slMJI,(l)all halls

pocketed remain pocketed (~the 8-ball- rule 9), (2) it is a foul, (3) the !able is open

PLEASE NOTE: IncorniIII pIay~ has cue ball in hand hehind the I1eaci siring and may not shoot an

object ball thai is behind doe I1eaci siring, unless he ftnl - the cue bell past the headstring and

the cue ball 10 come back behind doe headstring and hit the object ball

8. OBJECf BALLS JUMPED OFF THE TABLE ON THE BREAK- I f a play~ jlBnps an object

ball off doe table on the Ixeak -. it is a foul and the incoming play~ has the option of (I) acceIJIing

the !able in position and ~ w (2) laking cue boll in hand behind doe I1eaci siring and shoOCing

,. I-BALL POCKETED ON THE BREAK-If the 8-baJ1 is pocketed 00 doe t.Qk, the Ixeak~ may
ask fw a Ie-rack or have doe 8.baJ111JO1ted and cootinue shooting I f doe bleaker ~ while

po.-keting doe 8.baJ1 00 doe t.Qk, doe j,x,oming pIay~ has doe option of a re-nck w havina doe I-ball

spoiled and hegin shooting with ball in hand behind doe headstring

10. OPEN TABLE. (Def-') The !able is "open" when doe choice of groups (sIripes or solids) has not

yd been determined WbaI doe !able is open. it is legal 10 hit a solid lint to mak£ a stripe w vice Note: The table is alway. opeD 8Dmodiately after doe Ixeak _. WbaI doe !able is open it is legal 10 hit

any solid or stripe or doe 8-boU lint in doe process of pocketing doe called stripe w solid. Ho-, when

doe !able is open and doe 8-be1l is doe first ball contacted. no stripe w solid may he soon:d in favor of doe

shooter. The shooter Iooea his twn; any balls pocketed remain pocketed; and doe incoming player

addIeIses doe balls with doe !able llill open On an open !able, all illegally pocketed balls lanain

pocketed

II. CHOICE OF GROur. The choice of stripes w solids is not detenuined 00 doe - eVat if balls

- made from only - w IMJtb poops. THE TABLE IS AL WAYS OPEN IMMFDIA TEL Y AFTER

mE BREAK SHOT. The choice of group is determined only when . play~ legally pockets. called

object ball after doe Ixeak sIMK

11. LEGAL SHOT. (Defined) On all shots (except 00 doe Ixeak and when doe table is open), doe shooter

must hit- of his group of balls first and (I) pockd a nwnbered ball, or (2) cause doe cue ball or any

m8nbered ball to contact a rail

PLEASE NOTE II is penniSSlble for the shooter 10 bank doe cue ball off a rail hef~ contacting his

object ball; bowever, aftorcootact with hi. object ball, an object ball must he pocketcd, OR the cue ball

«any nwnhered bell must(X)lltact. rail Fail... 10 meet these ~uimnenls is a fool

13. "SAFETY" SHOT. Fw tactical ~ a play~ may choose to pockd an obvious object ball and

also discontinue his turn. doe !able by declaring "safety" in adVante. A safety sIMK is defined as a legal

sIMK I f the shooting play~ intends 10 play safe by pocketing an obvious object ball, then prior to the

sIMK. he must declare a "safety" 10 his opponent.lrthis is NOT done, and one orthe shooter's object

balls is pocketed, the shooter will he ~uired to shoot again Any ball pocketed on a safdy sbot remains
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/
pocketed.

14. SCORING. A player is entitled to continue shooting until he fails to legally pocket a ball of his
group. After a player has legally pocketed all of his group of balls, he shoots to pocket the 8-ball. -

IS. FOUL PENAL TV. Opposing player gets cue ball in hand. This means that the player can place tI.
cue ball anywhere on the table (does not have to be behind the headstring except on opening break).
This rule prevents a player from making intentional fouls which would put his opponent at a
disadvantage. With "cue ball in hand," the player may use his hand or any part of his cue (including the
tip) to position the cue ball. When placing the cue ball in position, any forward stroke motion contacting
the cue ball will be a foul, if not a legal shot. (Also see Rule 39 in the General Rules of Pocket Billiards)

16. COMBINATION SHOTS. combination shots are allowed; however, the 8-ball cannot be used as a
first ball in the combination except when the table is open.

17. ILLEGALLY POCKETED BALLS. An object ball is considered to be illegally pocketed when (1)
that object ball is pocketed on the same shot a foul is committed, or (2) the called ball did not go in the
designated pocket, or (3) a safety is called prior to the shot. Illegally pocketed balls remain pocketed.

18. OBJECT BALLS JUMPED OFF THE TABLE. If any object ball is jumped off the table, it is a
foul and loss of turn, unless it is the 8-ball, which is a loss of game. Any jumped object balls are spotted
in numerical order according to General Rules for spotting balls.

19. PLAYING THE 8-BALL. When shooting at the 8-ball, a scratch or foul is not loss of game if the
8-ball is not pocketed or jumped from the table. Incoming player has cue ball in hand. Note: A
combination shot can never be used to legally pocket the 8-ball.

20. WSS OF GAME. A player loses tile game if he commits any of tile following infractions:

a. Fouls when pocketing tile 8-ball (exception: see 8-BaU Pocketed On The Break).

b. Pockets the 8-ball on the same stroke as the last of his group of balls.

c. Jumps the 8-ball off the table at any time.

d. Pockets the 8-ball in a pocket other than the one designated.

e. Pockets the 8-ball when it is not the legal object ball.

.,rNote: All infractions must be called before another shot is taken, or else it will be deemed -

that no infraction occurred.

21. STALEMATED GAME. If, after 3 consecutive turns at the table by each player (6 turns total), the
referee judges (or if no referee, both players agree) that attempting to pocket or move an object ball will
result in loss of game, the balls will be reracked with the original breaker of the stalemated game
breaking again. The stalemate role may only be used when there are only two object balls and the S-ball
remaining on the table. PLEASE NOTE: Three consecutive fouls by one player is not a loss of game.

6.ack to Billiards. Snooker. Pool. Rules and more.
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